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SUMMARY
The marsupial frog Gastrotheca riobambae has several reproductive adaptations, most

prominent of which is the incubation of the embryo in a pouch on the mother's back. We have
followed cleavage and gastrulation by microscopical observation and by vital staining, and have
found several alterations in these processes which may reflect the reproductive adaptations. The
large, yolky egg has a cap of yolk-poor cytoplasm at the animal pole which is incorporated into a
translucent blastocoel roof consisting of a single cell layer. The epithelium of the yolk sac is
derived from the roof. The inconspicuous blastoporal lips form near the vegetal pole from cells
of the marginal region. Gastrulation movements include the epibolic stretching of the surface
towards the blastopore and a contraction of the vegetal surface. The blastoporal lips close over a
small archenteron, and the cells of the lips become the embryonic disc, a discrete group of small
cells which give rise to most of the embryo's body. The great size difference between animal and
vegetal blastomeres during cleavage, the single-celled blastocoel roof, the dissociation in time
between archenteron formation and its expansion, the embryonic disc and the slow development
distinguish G. riobambae embryos from those of other frogs. The importance of the marginal
region which produces the embryonic disc and the unimportance of the most animal region
whose fate is primarily yolk sac emphasizes the role of the marginal region in amphibian
development.

INTRODUCTION

Our concepts of anuran amphibian development are based on the careful study
of embryos from a few species. These include a variety of frogs and toads, in
particular several Rana and Bufo species and Xenopus laevis. While these animals
are not closely related, they all have relatively small eggs (1-3-1-8 mm in
diameter) and aquatic development. These shared ecological characters would be
expected to contribute to the similarity of embryogenesis in these species.

There are, however, a number of anurans which have terrestrial development
(Lamotte & Lescure, 1977) and very large eggs (Salthe &Duellman, 1973; del Pino
& Escobar, 1981), and embryos of these animals might differ in interesting ways
from the commonly studied anurans. Embryonic development in Gastrotheca
riobambae, which broods its embryos in a pouch on the female's back, is different
from that of aquatic reproducing frogs. The most remarkable change corresponds
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to the formation of an embryonic disc as a result of gastrulation and to the
subsequent development of the embryo's body from this disc (del Pino & Elinson,
1983). Development from a disc of cells is common among other vertebrates such
as birds and reptiles, but not among frogs. In this report we analyse early cleavage
of G. riobambae and the formation of the embryonic disc.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and embryos
Gastrotheca riobambae were collected in Ecuador at several localities in the interandean valley

of the Province of Pichincha. A few frogs came from the Province of Imbabura. Frogs were
maintained as described previously (del Pino & Escobar, 1981). Females with embryos in their
pouch were obtained in three ways. Some females were pregnant when captured, others mated
spontaneously in the laboratory, while still others were encouraged to mate by the injection of
both the female and the male with human chorionic gonadotropin (del Pino & Escobar, 1981).
In order to work on living embryos, embryos were removed from the mother's pouch and placed
in a minimal amount of modified Barth's solution (Gurdon, 1976) under vaseline oil. Normal
development usually continued in vitro for six days or more allowing us to perform a series of
vital staining experiments. Embryos were staged according to del Pino & Escobar (1981). This
study is based on embryos from 24 frogs.

Vital staining
Pieces of agar containing Nile blue sulphate were prepared by dissolving the stain in 1-5 %

agar with boiling. The liquid was dried on a glass plate, and the film was cut into small pieces for
use. A G. riobambae embryo was taken from the pouch, its outer jelly was removed by rolling
the embryo on a moist paper towel, and the embryo was placed in a humid chamber. Using a
piece of dried agar like a brush, spots of stain were applied to the surface of the remaining jelly.
After a few minutes, the embryo's surface was stained, and the stain left in the jelly was picked
away. The stained embryo was cultured as described above.

Fixation and specimen preparation
Embryos were fixed and prepared by several procedures. Because of their pale colour, it is

very difficult to see changes of the surface of the living embryo before and during gastrulation. In
order to visualize the surface, we followed Kageyama's silver procedure (1980) which stains the
cell boundaries.

For internal examination, embryos were fixed with Smith's fixative (Smith, 1912a) or in 3 %
glutaraldehyde in 0-lM-phosphate buffer, pH7-3, embedded according to Sentein (1976), and
sectioned at 9jum. The sections were stained by several procedures with the best being staining
with 2 % Safranin O in aniline water and counterstaining with 0-5 % light green in 95 % ethanol.
Safranin O stains yolk platelets reddish-purple allowing the yolk distribution to be seen, but
with a red filter on the light source, the yolk is not visible and the nuclei and cell borders are
clear. Glutaraldehyde-fixed embryos were also postfixed in 1 % OsO4, embedded in Epon, and
used for thick plastic sections.

RESULTS

Cleavage and blastula formation

The egg of G. riobambae is 2-1 to 3-6 mm in diameter, and is surrounded by a
thin layer of jelly. The egg is pale yellow; however, most eggs have a whiter animal
region while the eggs of some frogs have a yellower spot at the vegetal pole. When
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Fig. 1. Increase in diameter with development in G. riobambae. Embryos taken
directly from the pouch ( • • ) are compared to those cultured in vitro (O O).
Each point is the mean of 12-34 measurements. Young embryos, when placed in
modified Barth's solution, swell and burst after about one day. When cultured in a
minimal amount of modified Barth's solution under vaseline oil, however, embryos
remain viable for a week or longer. Under these conditions, the increase in volume of
the embryos is similar to that of embryos in the pouch. The diagrams illustrate the
appearance of the embryos at each stage. The disc (stippled) develops from the
blastoporal lips, and most of the embryo's body develops from the stippled disc. With
the expansion of the archenteron, the whole embryo rotates with respect to gravity
between stages 8 and 9.

eggs are glutaraldehyde-fixed, a cap of white cytoplasm at the animal pole can be
easily distinguished from the rest of the yellow egg. In sections, this cap of
cytoplasm has few yolk platelets while the rest of egg cytoplasm is rich in platelets.

Development is very slow with cleavage and blastula formation taking about a
week (Fig. 1). Cleavage furrows divide the egg completely, and the animal cap
cleaves more rapidly than the vegetal region. Unlike other frogs, the third
cleavage furrows are vertical rather than horizontal (del Pino & Escobar, 1981)
and in eggs of some females, cleavage appears completely irregular at this time
(stage 4). As a result of cleavage, the animal cap is divided into small blastomeres
(stage 5), and these small cells incorporate the white, yolk-poor cytoplasm (Fig. 2).
There is a narrow band of medium-sized, pale-yellow cells adjacent to the small,
white blastomeres while the remaining three-quarters of the egg surface consists
of large cells. These large blastomeres have a flat appearance. In contrast,
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Figs 2-3. Development of the animal cap.
Fig. 2. A section through a stage-5 embryo shows a cap of cells with yolk-poor

cytoplasm.
Fig. 3. A section through the blastocoel roof (r) of a stage-8 embryo shows that it

consists of a single layer of yolk-poor cells. The dark spots in the roof, which collapsed
during fixation, are nuclei. Bar = 0-2mm.

blastomeres of the animal region have a rounded appearance and bulge out from
the surface of the embryo.

The blastocoel develops in the animal region, and with its appearance the
embryo undergoes a corresponding increase in size (Fig. 1). The embryo continues
to expand through gastrulation and axis formation. The small, white cells at the
animal pole gradually become translucent (stage 6), as the blastocoel roof
develops into a single layer of yolk-poor epithelial cells (Fig. 3). Silver staining of
embryos becomes possible at stage 6, and three regions can be distinguished: the
blastocoel roof, the marginal region, and the vegetal region (Fig. 4). The
translucent cells of the blastocoel roof exhibit distinct silver staining of their
borders (Fig. 5). The cells of the marginal region are medium sized and irregular in
shape. Their cell boundaries are faintly stained with silver, and the cell surfaces
bulge out (Fig. 6). Finally the large cells of the vegetal region are completely
stained with silver (Figs 4, 6). As the embryos approach gastrulation, the vegetal
blastomeres are concentrated around the vegetal pole, the marginal region
surrounds them and is displaced vegetally, while the cells of the blastocoel roof
extend laterally below the blastocoel floor.

Figs 4-9. Embryos of G. riobambae stages 6-8. Bar = 0-3 mm.
Fig. 4. This silver-stained stage-6 embryo shows the translucent blastocoel roof (r),

the marginal region (m), and the vegetal region (v).
Fig. 5. The borders of cells of the blastocoel roof at stage 6 stain darkly with silver.
Fig. 6. Marginal region cells at stage 6 stain poorly with silver while vegetal cells

have silver-staining on their surfaces.
Fig. 7. Glutaraldehyde-fixation of a stage-7 embryo reveals the blastoporal lip

(arrow). The lip, when first formed, is a faint invagination near the vegetal pole.
Fig. 8. A silver-stained stage-8 embryo shows the stretching of cells towards the

forming embryonic disc (d).
Fig. 9. A silver-stained stage-8 embryo has a fully-formed embryonic disc (d) while

cells continue to migrate along the translucent blastocoel roof (r).
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Gastrulation

Gastrulation, like cleavage, is very slow, taking about one week (Fig. 1). Stage 7
corresponds to the beginning of gastrulation, but the light colour of the embryos
and the shallowness of the invagination makes observation of the blastoporal lip
difficult. The onset of gastrulation is more easily determined on living embryos by
the internal migration of yolky cells from the edge of the blastocoel floor up along
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Figs 10-13. Closure of the blastopore.

Fig. 10. A plastic section of the blastoporal lip (/) and the yolk plug (y) shows a
typical bottle cell (b). Bar = 0-1 mm.

Fig. 11.. The blastoporal lips and the yolk plug are seen in this bisected embryo.
Fig. 12. The yolk plug withdraws to the interior.
Fig. 13. The blastoporal lips close over a slit-like archenteron (a). Bar = 0-2mm.

the blastocoel roof, an observation made possible by the translucency of the roof.
The cells appear to migrate as a coherent sheet, but cell adhesion may be weak
since spaces are sometimes present between cells and loose cells can be found in
the blastocoel fluid, especially of embryos in vitro.

The blastoporal lip is easier to see on fixed embryos (Fig. 7) and is initially found
at the marginal-vegetal boundary close to the vegetal pole (about 90 % of the way
along the animal-vegetal axis). The early lip may be irregular in shape or may not
form a complete circle. We do not know whether this appearance reflects
embryonic polarity, but it is clear that a prominent dorsal lip, as seen in other
amphibian embryos, is not present. Bottle cells are located at the invagination
(Fig. 10). An archenteron forms as the blastopore closes, and the yolk plug is
withdrawn to the interior (Figs 11-13). The archenteron is initially a slit-like cavity
centred around the closing blastopore, and debris is often left on the surface
marking the site of blastopore closure (Fig. 13). Archenteron formation is
dissociated in time from its expansion (Table 1). Archenteron expansion occurs
two to four days after its formation (Table 1), and the embryo rotates so its body is
up (stage 9, Fig. 1).
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Relative surface changes during early development

To follow the changes in the surface of the embryo, spots of Nile blue sulphate
were placed at the animal pole, at the vegetal pole, or on the lateral surface. The
diameter and fate of the marks was recorded. Since the time from fertilization until
the end of gastrulation is nearly two weeks (Fig. 1) and since markings do not
persist for so long, it was necessary to analyse the changes only from one stage to
the next. Between stages 5 and 6, the greatest increase in the size of the spots
occurs at the animal pole (Fig. 14). This expansion is correlated with the
appearance of the blastocoel and the thinning of the blastocoel roof until it consists
of a translucent monolayer of cells. Expansion of the animal region continues from
stages 6 to 8, but to a lesser extent. Between stages 6 and 8, spots placed in the
lateral region expand (Fig. 14). This expansion corresponds to the epibolic
movements which lead to the covering of the vegetal cells by animal ones. With
silver staining, we could see that cells bordering the marginal zone on the animal
side became elongated (Fig. 8). Concomitant with the lateral stretching of the
embryo's surface, spots placed in the vegetal region decrease in size from stage 6 to
7 (Fig. 14). Vegetal cells of the yolk plug at stage 7 are elongated with their long
axis perpendicular to the embryonic surface. These observations suggest that a
change in vegetal cell shape leads to a reduction of the vegetal surface area. This
contraction of vegetal surface would contribute to the disappearance of the vegetal
cells from the surface.

The embryonic disc

We had previously described the presence of the embryonic disc (Fig. 9),
a discrete group of small cells from which arises most of the embryo's body (del
Pino & Elinson, 1983). The present observations indicate that the disc forms from

Table 1. Archenteron formation and the thickness of the embryonic disc
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360
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the embryos were first
16-32 cells and were probably one day

old. For EP 505, the first embryos were in stage 6 and were probably about a week old.
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Fig. 14. Change in size of vital dye marks on the surface of the embryo.
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the blastoporal lips (Fig. 13) which in turn arose from cells of the marginal region
(Fig. 6). Vital staining indicated that the disc expanded by stretching rather than
by addition of neighbouring cells (del Pino & Elinson, 1983). This finding is
supported by measurement of the archenteron, the embryonic disc, and the later
archenteric roof (Table 1). As the archenteron enlarges, the disc thins to become
the archenteric roof, and there is a corresponding decrease in the number of cells
in cross section. The archenteric roof becomes about four-cells thick except at the
site of the blastopore where a small knot of cells persists. Whether this knot is
simply the point of fusion of the blastoporal lips or whether any special movements
occur there has not been determined.

DISCUSSION

The G. riobambae egg begins development with a cap of yolk-poor cytoplasm at
the animal pole and completes gastrulation with the formation of the embryonic
disc which gives rise to most of the embryo's body. The animal cap cytoplasm is
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reminiscent of the small area of yolk-poor cytoplasm of the avian egg, and the
embryonic disc is reminiscent of the avian blastodisc. The avian blastodisc,
however, is derived from the yolk-poor cytoplasm, a situation quite different from
G. riobambae. The observations of the embryonic surface and of gastrulation
movements in G. riobambae suggest that the embryonic disc is derived from cells in
the marginal region while the yolk-poor cells derived from the animal cap form
primarily the blastocoel roof and later the surface of the yolk sac. Thus, the animal
cap contributes very little to the body of the G. riobambae embryo. At first glance,
the importance of the marginal region and the unimportance of the animal cap in
the formation of the embryo's body is surprising. It is, however, similar to the
situation in other amphibians where the information for the dorsoventral axis and
for mesodermal structures resides in the marginal and vegetal regions (Slack, 1983;
Gimlich & Gerhart, 1984; Gurdon, Brennan, Fairman & Mohun, 1984). Cells of
the animal region simply form epidermis unless instructed to do otherwise by cells
of the other regions.

Since the G. riobambae embryonic disc and. the avian blastodisc are not
homologous, we can ask why such a similar form is found in these animals. One
reason is that the large egg size presents difficulties for gas exchange to the interior
of the egg. As a result, the rapid events of embryogenesis, including axis and organ
formation, all take place at the surface of the embryo in both birds and
G. riobambae. Besides this environmental consideration, the formation of an
embryonic disc may help to overcome a different diffusion problem. The
interactions required for the spatial organization of embryos occur at close range
and may be limited by diffusion (Crick, 1970; Forman & Slack, 1980; Cooke,
1982). One advantage of disc formation is that it would allow specification of the
body plan to occur in just a small area of a large egg.

Cleavage and gastrulation in G. riobambae differ from these processes in
commonly studied amphibians in several significant ways. The pattern of cleavage
becomes irregular after a few divisions, and the blastocoel roof of the blastula is a
single-cell thick. The blastopore closes before there is significant anterior
extension of the archenteron, and the embryonic disc forms. In addition, cleavage
and gastrulation take an unusually long time as compared to other frogs.
Surprisingly, G. riobambae as well as other amphibians with large eggs have
holoblastic cleavage (Apoda: Svensson, 1938; Anura: Chibon, 1960; Wernz, 1966;
Urodela: Ishikawa, 1908; Smith, 19126) unlike the meroblastic cleavage found for
reptiles and birds. Since it is probably difficult for cleavage furrows to divide a
yolky, 3-7 mm egg completely, there must be some importance in breaking the
yolk mass into smaller cells. One possibility is suggested by the shrinkage of the
vegetal dye marks and the presence of elongated vegetal cells during gastrulation.
A reduction in vegetal surface area, which is indicated by these observations and
seen as well in X. laevis (Keller, 1978), may contribute to the removal of yolky,
vegetal cells from the embryonic surface during gastrulation. The division of the
most vegetal part of the egg would be necessary for this morphogenetic change.
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